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ABSTRACT

Increased VIP receptor expression mediates CFTR membrane localization in response to VIP treatment in VIP knockout mice

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is caused by mutations in CFTR, a protein for chloride efflux in epithelial cells. VIP is a peptide that activates CFTR and improves membrane stability; VIP has 3 receptors VPAC$_1$, VPAC$_2$ and PAC$_1$ that can cause CFTR phosphorylation. VIP-knockout (VIPKO) mice experience inflammation and reduced CFTR membrane localization comparable to CF phenotypes, that’s reversible after 3 weeks of VIP treatment (VIPKOT). In this thesis western blotting showed VPAC$_1$ and VPAC$_2$ expression increased in VIPKO and VIPKOT lung and duodenum tissues. The expression and maturation of CFTR was unchanged in both VIPKO and VIPKOT tissues. The results showed absence of VIP caused increased receptor expression in VIPKO mice, after VIP treatment VIPKO mice maintained increased receptor expression. VIP treatment reduces inflammation and restores existing CFTR membrane localization in VIPKO mice. VIP receptor expression may be important for future treatment of CF for CFTR localization and reducing tissue inflammation.
## LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔF508-CFTR</td>
<td>Deletion of phenylalanine at position 508 on CFTR protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>ATP-Binding Cassette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL</td>
<td>Airway Surface Liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>Adenosine Triphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHK</td>
<td>Baby Hamster Kidney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Bovine Serum Albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCC</td>
<td>Calcium Activated Chloride Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calu-3</td>
<td>Human bronchial serous cell line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAMP</td>
<td>Cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Cystic Fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFTR</td>
<td>Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Central Nervous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddH20</td>
<td>Double Deionized Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Half maximal effective concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENaC</td>
<td>Epithelial Sodium Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCR</td>
<td>G-Protein-Coupled Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JME/CF15</td>
<td>Human nasal epithelial cell line derived from ΔF508 CF Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD</td>
<td>Nucleotide Binding Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>non significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCC</td>
<td>Outwardly Rectifying Chloride Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>PACAP specific receptor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACAP</td>
<td>Pituitary Adenylate Cyclase-Activating Peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Phosphate Buffered Saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>Periciliary Liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKA</td>
<td>Protein Kinase A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC</td>
<td>Protein Kinase C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Phospholipase C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLD</td>
<td>Phospholipase D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNS</td>
<td>Peripheral Nervous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMK</td>
<td>Renal Potassium Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Regulatory Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT-PCR</td>
<td>Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>Suprachiasmatic Nucleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBS</td>
<td>Tris Buffered Saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTBS</td>
<td>Tris-Tween Buffered Saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMD</td>
<td>Transmembrane Spanning Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIPKO</td>
<td>Mice with deleted VIP gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIPKOT</td>
<td>Mice with deleted VIP gene, that received exogenous VIP injections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPAC&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>VIP receptor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPAC&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>VIP receptor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>Wild Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cystic Fibrosis

The most common fatal genetic autosomal recessive disease found in individuals of European lineage is Cystic Fibrosis (CF); however CF is also prevalent across many other origins and cultures worldwide (Bobadilla et al. 2002). In Canada, 1/25 people have one defective allele in the gene that is ultimately responsible for CF and currently 1/3,600 children born in Canada will have CF (Cystic Fibrosis Canada 2011; Dupis et al. 2005). CF affects the physiology of numerous organs including the lungs, intestine, pancreas, reproductive tract, sweat glands and liver (Tizzano and Buchwald 1995).

In CF, electrolyte transport in exocrine epithelium lining the organs is defective, specifically the movement of chloride ions from within epithelial cells across the apical membrane to the lumen is deficient (Quinton 1999). The chloride ion movement is largely mediated by the channel forming protein Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR) that when functioning correctly regulates ionic composition of the mucus layer at the apical membrane. The movement of chloride ions through CFTR and sodium ions through the epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) is extremely important because it influences the movement of water that hydrates the extracellular mucus layers. The correct hydration of the mucus layer is vital for functions such as pericellular clearance in the lung and digestive enzyme secretions into the intestine from the pancreas (Rowe et al. 2005; Moskowitz et al. 2001).

The clinical complications of CF can develop in utero at approximately 17 weeks of gestation presenting with a blockage in the ileum known as meconium ileus.
Meconium ileus occurs in 15-20% of children born with CF and usually requires an operation to help improve function (Brock and Barron 1986; Grosse et al. 2004). Infants with CF also show characteristics such as reoccurring cough, abdominal discomfort and failure to thrive (Accurso et al. 2005). Approximately 60% of patients with CF in Canada will be diagnosed within the first 12 months after birth and 90% will be diagnosed before 10 years of age (Cystic Fibrosis Canada 2011).

The organ most commonly associated with CF is the lungs because over 90% of patients who succumb to CF are the result of chronic bacterial infections that manifest in the lungs (Aris et al. 1997). In CF affected airways, CFTR function is compromised causing a decrease in the volume of the air surface liquid (ASL), the ASL is a fluid layer resting overtop of airway epithelial cells composed of a pericellular layer (PCL) and mucus layer. The PCL is in direct contact with the epithelium and its protruding cilia while the mucus layer is located above the PCL and functions to capture small particles and bacteria. The volume regulation of the ASL is crucial in airways, when correctly hydrated it allows the cilia that line the airways to beat in unison and perform mucociliary clearance, a process that removes foreign particles and microorganism that have collected in the mucus layer (Boucher 2002; Robinson 2002). When the ASL has a reduced volume, mucociliary clearance is impaired because the cilia can no longer move freely and transport the mucus, allowing for chronic colonization of microorganism such as *Haemophilus influenza*, *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* which cause infection of the lungs (Rogers et al. 2008).

Other organs with altered function in CF patients are the exocrine pancreas and small intestine both involved in digestion and absorption of nutrients. The pancreas
secretes a bicarbonate rich solution into the duodenum that contains enzymes to facilitate digestion of fats and proteins (Taylor and Aswani 2002). The small intestine is the site where the broken down nutrients are absorbed; CFTR maintains the fluidity of the small intestine allowing normal absorption and bolus passage. When CFTR is compromised the digestive secretions from the pancreas precipitate in the ducts leading to the duodenum causing blockages, the enzymes proceed to cause destruction of the exocrine pancreas replacing it with fibrotic tissue (Krysa and Steger 2007; Morton et al. 2009). The resulting pancreatic insufficiency fails to deliver the necessary secretions for proper digestion of nutrients and causes increased levels of the enzyme trypsinogen in the serum, a marker of CF (Krysa and Steger 2007). Complications in the small intestine contribute to thickened mucus causing poor nutrient absorption, inflammation and gastrointestinal blockages (Littlewood et al. 2006).

### 1.2 Treatment of Cystic Fibrosis

There is currently no cure for people suffering from CF, although through dedicated research efforts treatments are available that can elevate the symptoms of the disease. Treatment of the airways in CF patients can include chest physical therapy which involves repetitive percussions to the chest and back in order to loosen the mucus build up and facilitate its movement out of the airways (Hodson 2000; CFC 2011). Other lung therapy regimes may call for use of antibiotics, anti-inflammatory, mucus thinning agents and bronchodilators (Sheils et al. 1996; Friedlander et al. 2010; Ibrahim et al. 2011). Each of these treatments is aimed at to either prevent or reducing the swelling and inflammation of the airways or promoting the loosening and removal of the thick
dehydrated airway mucus. In severe conditions with decreased lung function a lung transplant may be performed to restore airway function.

Current therapies to help manage the complications of pancreatic insufficiency and poor nutrient absorption are administration of oral pancreatic enzymes and nutrient supplements of vitamins A, D, E and K (Anthony et al. 1999). A diet consisting of high calorie shakes to provide further increased nutrient intake in conjunction with mucus thinning medications is also common among CF patients (Gardner 2007; Kremer et al. 2008). If intestinal complications become more severe, a build up of dehydrated mucus can occur blocking a segment of the intestine which may require surgery to clear the blockage (Speck and Charles 2008).

Although these forms of treatment have been successful in increasing the life expectancy of CF patients to over 40 years of age (Hodson 2000; CFC 2011), there still needs to be a focus on correcting CFTR defects to restore normal function in patients with CF and not just medications targeting the symptoms of the disease.

1.3 Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator

CFTR is a 1480 amino acid protein and member of the ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) superfamily of transporters (Riordan et al. 1989). A defining process that ABC transporters employ is the binding and hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to provide energy for gating (Ko and Pedersen 2001; Mehta 2005). Although the ABC transporter superfamily transports a wide range of molecules and ions, CFTR is the only member of the ABC family that acts as an ion channel when activated and facilitates the movement of chloride ions (Dean et al. 2001). CFTR is also capable of transporting
bicarbonate which may be important not only for fluid secretion but also pH balance of the mucus layer (Fischer and Widdicombe 2006).

### 1.3.1 Structure of CFTR

CFTR has 5 distinct domains that organize together to form a functioning channel. The transmembrane domains (TM) are membrane spanning regions of the protein that each containing six alpha helices (Farinha et al. 2004). The TM domains come together to give CFTR its structure and functions to form the pore region which facilitates the transport of the chloride ions and bicarbonate (Akabas et al. 1997). The TM domains also form interactions with the intracellular domains that are important for the facilitation of CFTR channel gating (Zhang et al. 2000). CFTR also contains 2 nuclear binding domains (NBD) that are located on the cytosolic intracellular region of the CFTR protein when present at the plasma membrane. The NBDs are responsible for the binding and hydrolysis of ATP, a crucial process to provide the energy for CFTR gating and NBDs can also receive phosphorylation by protein kinases (Howell et al. 2000; Aleksandrov et al. 2001). The last domain of the CFTR protein is the regulatory domain more commonly referred to as the R domain. The R domain is the major site of phosphorylation by protein kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC) of the CFTR protein, this phosphorylation is essential for activation and regulation of CFTR channel gating (Chappe et al. 2003; Seavilleklein et al. 2008).
1.3.2 CFTR gating and regulation through PKA and PKC

At resting or non-stimulated conditions the majority of CFTR channels present at the membrane are inactive and closed. The regulation of CFTR is a complex process involving the binding and hydrolysis of ATP in the NBDs as well as phosphorylation by PKA and PKC (Fig. 1.1) (Gadsby et al. 2006). At rest CFTR is inhibited by the unphosphorylated R domain, CFTR activation occurs when there is an increase in cellular cAMP causing activation of PKA that can in turn phosphorylate residues in the CFTR R domain (Winter and Welsh 1997; Sheppard and Welsh 1999). The phosphorylation of the R domain is believed to cause conformation changes to CFTR allowing the NBDs to dimerize in a head-to-tail conformation. With the change in conformation, ATP can gain access and bind to specialized sequences called Walker motifs in the NBDs, the Walker motif sequence is an identifying characteristic found in all ABC transporters (Stratford et al. 2007). When both NBDs have ATP bound and have dimerized it allows channel opening and the conductance of chloride ions. After channel opening the ATP bound to the catalytically active NBD₂ is hydrolysed and causes incomplete dissociation of the NBD dimer and subsequent channel closing (Gadsby et al. 2006; Hwang and Sheppard 2009).

Phosphorylation by PKC along can activate CFTR at approximately 1-2% of PKA activation in baby hamster kidney (BHK) cell line transfected with CFTR (Chappe et al. 2003). Phosphorylation by PKC is also important for CFTR activation because it potentiates further PKA phosphorylation and channel activity, but also may contribute to channel inhibition through activation of other accessory proteins of CFTR (Raghuram et al. 2003; Chappe et al. 2004). Additionally PKC phosphorylation increases CFTR
membrane stability and density once at the plasma membrane enhancing CFTR mediated chloride secretion (Winpenny et al. 1995; Chappe et al. 2003; Chappe et al. 2008; Rafferty et al. 2009). There are 11 PKC isoforms, previous work in BHK cells and JME/CF15 derived from human nasal epithelium of a CF patient showed the epsilon isoform is important for the CFTR response due to PKC phosphorylation (Liedtke et al. 2002; Alcolado et al. 2011).

1.3.3 CFTR expression and regulation of membrane proteins

CFTR expression is primarily found in epithelial cells lining the exocrine organs of the body. In the airway epithelium CFTR is expressed throughout, however there are also specialized areas of epithelial cells indenting the tracheal and bronchial regions known as submucosal glands. Submucosal glands contain both mucus cells and high CFTR expressing serous cells that are situated below the airway but are connected by a collecting duct (Engelhardt et al. 1992). The submucosal glands supply watery mucus secretions to the surface of the airways and are regulated by inputs of the autonomic nervous system (Rogers 2001). Complimentary to submucosal glands in the lung are Brunners glands of the duodenum which also contain dense CFTR expression. Brunners glands function to lubricate the intestinal wall and provide basic pH secretions that promote activation of digestive enzymes (Jakab et al. 2011).

CFTR is also expressed in non-epithelial cells including smooth muscle, cardiomyocytes, endothelium and T-lymphocytes (Kleizen et al. 2000; Vandebrouck et al. 2006). The expression level of CFTR in non-epithelial cells is generally much lower compared to epithelial cells and has not been thoroughly investigated. CF does not appear
to cause major complications in the non-epithelial cells expressing defective CFTR suggesting the possible compensation by other genes for the loss of CFTR function (Trezise 2006).

Regulation of other ion channels such as calcium activated chloride channels (CaCC), outwardly rectifying chloride channels (ORCC), ROMK potassium channels and epithelial sodium channels (ENaC) is another important function of CFTR (Kleizen et al. 2000). In CF epithelium an increase in CaCC activity occurs, possibly to compensate for the loss of chloride efflux through CFTR however CaCC is not successful in restoring the ASL to a functioning level in CF airways (Tarran et al. 2002). In CF, the ORCC is unable to receive proper phosphorylation to extrude chloride ions from epithelium when CFTR is defective due to loss of interactions with NBD1 at the apical membrane (Schwiebert et al. 1999). The regulation of CFTR on ENaC has been studied extensively due to the colocalization of both proteins at the apical membrane, in CF epithelium with defective CFTR regulation there is an increase in ENaC function (Ji et al. 2000; Rubenstein et al. 2011). Under normal conditions CFTR inhibits the function of ENaC at the apical membrane preventing an influx of sodium ions. In CF, CFTR regulation of ENaC is lost and sodium ions influx into the epithelium causing water to follow, further dehydrating the mucus layer of the epithelium (Matsui et al. 1998).

1.3.4 CFTR membrane life cycle

The life cycle of CFTR begins with transcription of the CFTR gene located on chromosome 7 and is completed when CFTR is targeted for lysosomal degradation. There
are key steps and waypoints in-between that CFTR experiences during its life as a chloride transporter in epithelial cells (Ameen et al. 2007). After transcription the CFTR protein is moved to the endoplasmic reticulum where it is folded and undergoes glycosylation during its translocation through vesicles of the Golgi apparatus and eventually traffics to the plasma membrane (Wang et al. 2004). When CFTR is present at the plasma membrane it undergoes cycles of internalization into recycling endosomes just under the plasma membrane and reinsertion of the recycled CFTR back into the plasma membrane (Ameen et al. 2007). When CFTR has served its lifetime which was found to be ~48 hours in cells lines for WT-CFTR at the plasma membrane, it is ubiquitinilated marking it for degradation (Heda et al. 2001). Upon internalization, the vesicle containing CFTR fuses with lysosomes degrading the contents. The life time of CFTR at the plasma membrane can be influenced by PKA and PKC phosphorylation, this form of regulation varies between cell types and agonists used to stimulate phosphorylation (Silvis et al. 2009).

1.3.5 Cystic Fibrosis and mutations of CFTR

CF is caused by mutations in the CFTR gene that cause alterations of the gene expression or amino acid composition in the primary sequence of CFTR. Currently there are over 1,800 mutations of the CFTR gene found in every intron and exon (CFMD, 2011). In CF patients there exists a large array of phenotypes associated with certain mutations ranging from asymptomatic to severe symptoms (McKone et al. 2006). Although the pathology of CF stems from genetic mutations, the correlation between specific mutants and phenotype is not precise. Other factors such as environment and
secondary genetic factors may account for variation of pathology seen in patients with the same CF genetic mutations (Zielenski 2000).

At the molecular level, mutated CFTR can be identified into 6 different classes based upon the molecular process that is found to be defective. The classes of mutations are grouped into defects in (1) synthesis, (2) trafficking, (3) regulation, (4) channel conductance, (5) abundance and (6) membrane stability (Kreindler 2010).

Despite the existence of over 1,800 mutations in the CFTR gene, the ΔF508 mutation which has a deleted phenylalanine amino acid at position 508 is the most frequent mutation, found in at least 1 allele in 85% of CF patients (Boucher 2002; Cystic Fibrosis Canada 2011). The molecular defect associated with ΔF508 mutation is a failure to traffic to the plasma membrane due to misfolding of CFTR in the endoplasmic reticulum preventing proper processing and maturation. The vast majority of ΔF508-CFTR is retained in the endoplasmic reticulum and degraded by proteosomes however a small amount of ΔF508-CFTR does mature to the plasma membrane (Riordan 1999; Belcher and Vij 2010). When ΔF508-CFTR is present at the plasma membrane it has a reduced conductance and reduced open probability compared to WT-CFTR. The membrane stability of ΔF508-CFTR has been shown to be significantly less with a half life of 4 hours compared to 48 hours for WT-CFTR (Heda et al. 2001). Taken together the molecular processes affected in ΔF508-CFTR contribute to decreased protein lifespan and decreased chloride efflux which facilitate the complications observed in the organs affected by CF.
1.4 Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is a neuropeptide 28 amino acids in length after post translational modifications by enzymatic cleavages. VIP is conserved across many species being identical in humans, rats, goats, dogs and pigs; amino acid substitutions in VIP within other species are also conserved and do not cause changes in bioactivity (Dockray 1994). VIP shares similarities in sequence with other peptides including pituitary adenyl cyclase activating polypeptide (PACAP), secretin, calcitonin, parathyroid hormone and glucagon all belonging to the secretin family of peptides (Sherwood et al. 2000; Chapter et al. 2010). VIP was discovered in 1970 by Said and Mutt who had previously attempted to isolate an agent responsible for vasodilatation from injurious lung; however the isolation of the agent proved difficult. During embryonic formation the lung and duodenum originate from the same embryonic bud thus focus turned to the duodenum where the vasodilation agent was isolated and named VIP (Said and Mutt 1970). Shortly after VIP was isolated from the duodenum it was additionally characterized as a smooth muscle relaxant and stimulator of electrolyte secretion in the gut (Barbezat and Grossman 1971)

Since the discovery of VIP in the duodenum it has been found to have widespread distribution all throughout the body. VIP has been found in the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system (PNS) as well as peripheral tissues. In the brain VIP distribution is found in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, suprachiasmatic nucleus, amygdala and hypothalamus (Said 2000; Fahrenkrug and Hannibal 2004). In the peripheral tissues VIP distribution is found in lung, intestine, genitor-urinary tracts and in exocrine epithelia (Dickson and Finlayson 2009). VIP in peripheral tissues is delivered
from neurons of the PNS; the VIP neurons have direct innervations to smooth muscle, endothelial and epithelial tissues in gastrointestinal, respiratory, and genital tracts (Power et al. 1988).

### 1.4.1 Physiological Functions of VIP

VIP not only has widespread distribution throughout the body but also engages in an array of different functions depending on tissue type. Early studies showed effects of VIP on the respiratory, cardiovascular, circulatory and metabolic systems (Dickson and Finlayson 2009). The effects on the cardiovascular system include increased heart rate, increased coronary arterial blood flow, vascular tone regulation, increased ventricular contractility and reduced mean arterial pressure (Smitherman et al. 1989). In the circulatory system VIP acts as a major vasodilatation agent, 50-100 times more potent than acetylcholine (Fahrenkrug 1989). In the respiratory system VIP was found to be the most potent endogenous bronchodilator of the airways in addition to its role in airway mucus secretion. VIP’s involvement in airway mucus secretion has been studied extensively due to dense VIP innervations found around the submucosal glands (Dey et al. 1981; Wu et al. 2011). VIP is the primary stimulus for CFTR mediated secretions in exocrine epithelium in organs such as the lungs, pancreas and intestine (Chastre et al. 1989; Said 1991). Metabolically, VIP can influence blood glucose levels by stimulating insulin secretion from the pancreas and causes prolactin release from the pituitary gland as well as release of catecholamines from the adrenal glands (Kato et al. 1994; Chapter et al. 2010). A major system influenced by VIP is the immune system; VIP directly inhibits pro-inflammatory cytokine production and increases production of interleukin 10 (IL-10).
an anti-inflammatory molecule. VIP also inhibits T-cell differentiation into Th\(_1\) cells involved in mediation of an immune response while preserving Th\(_2\) cells which further produce IL-10 and IL-13 which can limit inflammation (Delgado et al. 2004).

VIP has been found to have neuroprotective effects, it counters pathways leading to cell apoptosis and can reduce oxidative stress damages in the lungs (Said and Dickman 2000; Delgado and Ganea 2003). VIP is also important to stimulate electrolyte secretions through membrane channels from the epithelium; VIP function in epithelial tissue is important as VIP is the main physiological stimulus for CFTR mediated secretions which allows pancreatic enzyme secretions, digestion in the duodenum and maintenance of ASL volume in the airways (Chappe et al. 2008; Dickson and Finlayson 2009).

### 1.4.2 VIP Receptors and Signalling

The receptors that facilitate the VIP response are members of the G protein coupled receptor (GPCR) family. GPCRs are an enormous family of proteins and are frequently the targets of new and emerging pharmacologies. GPCR’s are subdivided into classes labelled A-F based on the homology of the primary sequence, however only A-C are found in mammalian systems (Kolakowski 1994). The family of receptors for VIP binding belong to family B, commonly known as the secretin-like receptor family. There are 3 primary receptors that VIP binds to; VPAC\(_1\), VPAC\(_2\) and PAC\(_1\) which among other places are distributed on the basolateral membrane of polarized epithelial cells (Laburthe et al. 2002; Derand et al. 2004). All 3 receptors are capable of binding both VIP and PACAP. However the affinities measured for VIP varies with an EC\(_{50}\) for VPAC\(_1\) is 0.01-0.1 nM, 2 nM for VPAC\(_2\) and 40 nM for PAC\(_1\). PACAP binds to PAC\(_1\) with an EC\(_{50}\) of
0.2 nM, a much higher affinity compared to VIP binding (Buscail et al. 1990; Dickson and Finlayson 2009).

When VIP binds to one of its receptors a signalling cascade follows, however there are multiple pathways that can be activated (Dickson and Finlayson 2009). When the VIP receptor couples to the G\textsubscript{q} subunit of the G-protein complex it initiates activation of the adenylyl cyclase (AC) enzyme which increases intracellular levels of cAMP through conversion of ATP (Fig. 1.1)(Laburthe et al. 2002). Increased intracellular cAMP causes the regulatory subunits of PKA to release their inhibition, allowing the catalytic domain to phosphorylate targets in the cell. VIP receptors also stimulate other cellular signalling cascades that involve increases in calcium signalling, phospholipase C and PKC activation (Dickson and Finlayson 2009; Rafferty et al. 2009). Phospholipase D is also indirectly activated through the VIP receptors but only when mediated through Adenosine-diphosphate ribosylation factor (ARF) or PKC dependant pathways (McCulloch et al. 2001).

1.4.3 Regulation of VIP Receptors

The presence of VIP receptors at the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells is common, although the receptors are constantly undergoing internalization and redistribution at the membrane (Shetzline et al. 2002). Upon VIP activation of the receptor, a rapid response occurs to phosphorylate the receptor through two different mechanisms causing internalization to a submembrane pool of recycling endosomes (Shetzline et al. 2002). The first method is through G-protein coupled receptor kinases
Figure 1.1 Vasoactive intestinal peptide signalling pathways through the Gs and Gq/1 proteins causes increases in cAMP and DAG/Ca^{2+} resulting in activation of PKA and PKC. Both PKA and PKC then phosphorylate CFTR causing channel activation and increased membrane stability.
(GRK) and the second method of receptor phosphorylation is mediated through second messenger activated kinases. Once the receptor is phosphorylated, binding of β-arrestin can occur initiating the process of receptor internalization via clatherin coated pits (McDonalad et al. 1998).

VIP desensitization and internalization of the VPAC₁ receptor was observed in human HT-29 colonic carcinoma cells and was found to occur within 10 minutes of VIP binding (Boissard et al. 1986). It was determined that VPAC₁ was internalized into an endosomal pool below the plasma membrane. When VIP was cleared from the media, a redistribution of the VPAC₁ receptors occurred within 60 minutes returning them to the membrane able to respond to further VIP activation (Boissard et al. 1986). The VPAC₁ receptor phosphorylation and internalization was also studied in human colonic carcinoma cells and GRK 5 / GRK 6 were identified as the kinases involved in internalization (Shetzline et al 2002). The regulation of VPAC₂ was also examined in cell lines that were transfected with VPAC₂. After VIP binding VPAC₂ desensitization was determined to be mediated through a cAMP dependant kinase however the role of GRK phosphorylation which regulates VPAC₁ was not examined for VPAC₂ regulation and may also be important for desensitization and internalization (McDonald et al. 1998; Shetzline et al 2002).

Regulation of VIP receptor expression has been previously examined in vivo in a study of smokers with chronic bronchitis, where an increase of VIP nerve fibres and hyper secretion were reported (Miotto et al. 2004). Bronchial epithelium was found to have significantly increased levels of VPAC₁ but not VPAC₂ receptor expression. The
submucosal layer revealed that both receptors had elevated expression in patients with chronic bronchitis (Miotto et al. 2004).

1.4.4 Distribution of VIP Receptors

The VIP receptors are expressed throughout the brain, respiratory, digestive, immune and reproductive systems. In the brain VIP receptor expression is present throughout with VPAC₁ localized to the cerebral cortex and hippocampus (Vertongen et al. 1997). VPAC₂ is found in thalamus, hippocampus, suprachiasmatic nucleus and dorsal root ganglia (Vertongen et al. 1997) and PAC₁ in olfactory bulb, thalamus, hippocampus and cerebellum (Hashimoto et al. 1996).

The expression of VIP receptors in the immune system has been examined previously to understand VIPs effects on cytokine formation and immune cell differentiation. Rodent peritoneal macrophages were shown to express VPAC₁ and PAC₁ receptors which inhibited the adverse effects of TNF-α (Delgado et al. 1999). In the differentiation of CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T-lymphocytes the action of VIP was found to be mediated through expression of both VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ (Delgado et al. 2004).

In C57Bl/6 mouse airways VPAC₁ was found to be localized to the tracheal and bronchial epithelium where as VPAC₂ was found to be largely expressed in the alveoli and smooth muscle tissue (Harmar et al. 2004). In the C57Bl/6 mice VPAC₂ expression was also found throughout the vasculature, skeletal and smooth muscle tissues in the periphery while VPAC₁ expression was predominantly expressed in epithelium throughout the periphery (Harmar et al. 2004). PAC₁ is also expressed in the lung.
however localization within the lung tissue has not been previously examined (Kastin 2006).

The VIP receptors are also expressed throughout the small intestine of C57Bl/6 mice. In the duodenum, jejunum and ileum VPAC$_1$ is expressed in the mucosa while VPAC$_2$ expression is located primarily in the smooth muscle layer (Harmar et al. 2004). PAC$_1$ expression has been detected in the myenteric plexus of the duodenum however expression has not been extensively studied in the regions of the small intestine (Kirchgessner and Liu 2001).

**1.4.5 VIP in Cystic Fibrosis and CFTR Regulation**

The potential for use of VIP in the airways for treatment of diseases such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and pulmonary hypertension has been studied previously (Ollerenshaw et al. 1989; Petkov et al 2003; Miotto et al. 2004). VIP has also been shown *in vitro* and *in vivo* to inhibit proliferation of small cell lung cancer without exposing the body to the levels of toxicity that are associated with current anti-cancer treatments (Maruno et al. 1998). The potential use of VIP in CF has also been studied over the past decade on the basis that VIP not only activates the CFTR channel but can also increase its stability at the membrane (Derand et al. 2004; Chappe et al. 2008; Rafferty et al. 2009; Alcolado et al. 2011). The connection between VIP and CF was first examined in the 1980’s when CF patients were found to have decreased VIP innervation to sweat glands, nasal epithelium and intestinal mucosa (Heinz-Erian et al. 1985; Wattchow et al. 1988). Furthermore the Said group also found that circulating VIP levels were elevated in CF patients along with VIP binding antibodies, suggesting
abnormalities in VIP regulation in CF patients (Heinz-Erian and Said 1988). With the
discovery of the CFTR gene in 1989 many studies followed to understand the function
and regulation of CFTR, it was found CFTR requires ATP, PKC and cAMP elevations
for PKA activation for optimal activation and function (Fig 1.1) (Riordan et al. 1989;
Hwang et al. 1989; Cheng et al. 1991). VIP was already known to be a stimulator of
electrolyte secretion in epithelium and was quickly found to stimulate chloride efflux
through the CFTR channel upon its discovery (Sinaasappel et al. 1990).

The effect that VIP exerts on CFTR has since been found to extend beyond
channel activation. In excised shark rectal glands VIP stimulation increased not only
channel activity but maturation of CFTR to the membrane (Lehrich et al. 1998). In rat
duodenal epithelial cells, VIP was found to cause an increase in plasma membrane
insertion and reduced internalization of mature CFTR at the membrane (Ameen at al.
1999). The mechanism by which VIP stabilizes CFTR at the membrane is attributed to
PKC phosphorylation (Bajnath et al. 1993; Chappe et al. 2008). In the human bronchial
epithelial cell line Calu-3, CFTR membrane stability was found to increase due to
phosphorylation by PKC not PKA (Chappe et al. 2008). The mechanism was found to be
a reduction in endocytosis of CFTR; the same mechanism was reported for ΔF508-CFTR
in the human nasal epithelial cell line JME/CF15 (Rafferty et al 2009). VIP was also
found to promote maturation of ΔF508-CFTR in a PKA dependant manner in the
JME/CF15 cell line (Rafferty et al. 2009).
1.4.6 VIPKO Mice

A knockout mouse was developed to study the physiological role of VIP, the mice were developed through backcrossing with the C57BL/6 mice. The VIP knockout (VIPKO) mice have the gene responsible for VIP production deleted from their genome resulting in loss of VIP production. The phenotype knockout mice experienced from the loss of VIP included altered circadian rhythms, pulmonary hypertension, airway and intestinal inflammation and hyperresponsiveness (Aton et al. 2005; Szema et al. 2006).

Previous work in the Chappe laboratory (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University) with adult VIPKO mice determined, using pathological assessments, the level of goblet cell formation and inflammatory cell abundance in lung and duodenum tissues. In lung and duodenum tissues of WT C57BL/6 mice, goblet cell formation was minimal and there was little evidence of inflammatory cell infiltration. In VIPKO mice an increase in both goblet and inflammatory cell presence was detected. VIPKO mice that received intraperitoneal injections of 500 mg/kg VIP every other day for 3 weeks showed a reduction in both lung and duodenum tissues of goblet and inflammatory cells. CFTR membrane localization was also examined in these tissues using immunofluorescence labelling and confocal microscopy for WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated mice. In WT mice tissues, localization of CFTR at the apical membrane of epithelial cells was observed, while in VIPKO mice tissues, reduced apical membrane localization was found as CFTR was distributed uniformly throughout the epithelial cells. After treatment of VIPKO mice with VIP, the apical membrane localization of CFTR was restored. This provided the first evidence that VIP plays a physiological role in
maintaining CFTR localized to the membrane in epithelial cells and helps to control inflammation in the lung and duodenum.

**1.5 Study Objectives**

VIP is the primary stimulus *in vivo* of CFTR mediated chloride secretions. The effect of VIP on CFTR acts not only to activate the channel by phosphorylation but also to improve its stability at the plasma membrane. In some cell lines VIP was also shown to promote trafficking of CFTR in a PKA-dependant manner. VIPKO mice experience lung and duodenum tissue inflammation and reduced CFTR apical membrane localization which can be reversed with VIP treatment. The expression of the VIP receptors in these tissues has not been studied and it is unclear how receptor expression may play a role for increased CFTR membrane localization in response to VIP stimulation.

The first objective of the current study was to examine the changes in the expression of VPAC₁, VPAC₂ and PAC₁ receptors in lung and duodenum of WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated mice. When VIP binds to its receptor it produces second messengers in the cell, these second messengers play a role in negative feedback through phosphorylation of the VIP receptor (Shetzline et al 2002). Phosphorylation of the receptor causes desensitization and internalization before its degradation (Ferguson et al 1998; Shetzline et al 2002). It was hypothesised that receptor expression would increase in VIPKO tissues due to loss of VIP signalling and negative feedback of receptor expression. The second objective of the study was to examine CFTR expression and maturation between the groups. It was hypothesised that CFTR expression would remain constant as would maturation of CFTR.
CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Chemicals

**Antibodies:** Monoclonal anti-VPAC₁ (AS59), monoclonal anti-VPAC₂ (AS69), monoclonal anti-PAC₁ (1B5) and Actin-horse radish peroxidase (C2) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The monoclonal anti-CFTR antibody MM13-4 was from Upstate (Charlottesville, VA, USA).

**Mouse Dissection Buffer:** Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was prepared with 137 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na₂, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.7 mM KH₂PO₄, Isoflurothane and heparin were from Sigma (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA).

**Reverse Transcriptase PCR:** The iTaq™ DNA Polymerase kit (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) provided the 10x iTaq buffer, 50 mM MgCl₂ and iTaq DNA Polymerase. The 10 mM dNTP mix was also purchased from Bio-Rad. Primers were designed spanning exon-exon junctions of the mRNA using Primer-BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). All sequences had 100% homology with *Mus musculus* sequence for the VIP receptors.

**Agarose Gel Electrophoresis:** The agarose was UltraPure™ Agarose (Invitrogen™, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 10x Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). The Ethidium Bromide Solution (10 mg/ml) came from
Invitrogen™ (Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 6x Loading dye was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Burlington, ON, Canada).

**Radioimmunopercipitation Assay Buffer (RIPA):** RIPA buffer for mouse tissue homogenization and protein extraction was made with 0.15 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 1% TritonX-100, 0.08% Deoxycholic Acid, 0.01% SDS, pH 7.5 and a Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche, Laval, QC, Canada) was added to prevent protein degradation.

**Buffers for Western Blotting:** The following chemicals were from Bio-Rad (Mississauga, ON, Canada): 30% acrylamide/Bis solution, 29:1 (3.3% C), 1x running buffer (192 mM Glycine, 25 mM Tris, 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3), 10x transfer buffer (Tris Glycine Buffer (192 mM Glycine, 25 mM Tris, pH 8.3), 1x TBS (500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5) and 1x TTBS (500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris, 1% Tween-20, pH 7.5). To make 1x transfer buffer (100 ml 10x transfer buffer, 200 ml methanol and 700 ml ddH2O). Purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) was the methanol, ammonium persulfate (APS), 10% sodium dodecyl sulphate solution (SDS) and tetramethylethylene-diamine (TEMED). The 5x sample buffer for sample preparation and Restore™ PLUS Western Blot Stripping buffer was from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Burlington, ON, Canada). The chemiluminescence kit used was ECL Plus Western Blotting Detection System from GE Health Care Life Sciences (Piscataway, NJ, USA).
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Mice Tissues

Wild type C57BL/6 mouse tissues were obtained from Dr. Robert Rose (Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada). All mice were fully mature male mice aged 14-20 weeks and kept in Dalhousie animal care facility at Sir Charles Tupper Medical Building. VIP knockout (VIPKO) mice were fully mature aged 16-20 weeks, littermates and all male. The VIPKO mice had the VIP gene deleted from their genome resulting in the absence of VIP production. The VIP knockout treated (VIPKOT) mice received treatments of intraperinatal injections of 500 mg/kg VIP every other day for a period of 3 weeks. VIPKO and VIPKOT mice were raised and had lung and duodenum tissue harvested by the Dr. Sami Said laboratory at State University New York (SUNY), Stony Brook, NY, USA. The upper lobe of the right lung was collected and the proximal 1 cm of the small intestine was collected for duodenum samples; tissues were immediately flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.

2.2.2 Mouse Tissue Dissection

All experimental procedures performed in the current study were in accordance with The Canadian Council on Animal Care and were approved by the University Committee on Laboratory Animals at Dalhousie University. Mice were injected with 0.2 ml heparin (1000 U/ml) and moved into a small plastic box before application of anaesthesia. Briefly a Q-tip was saturated in isoflurothane and placed inside the enclosed
container until the mouse lost consciousness. To ensure loss of sensation mechanical cervical dislocation was employed using forceps. An incision was made extending from the upper chest to the lower pelvis followed by removal of the ribcage. The lungs were immediately extracted and rinsed in ice cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove excess blood before being placed in a cryo tube and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The small intestine was excised and washed in ice cold PBS, the lumen of the small intestine was rinsed with ice cold PBS using a P200 pipette with a long reach tip. The pipet tip was inserted into the proximal opening of the small intestine and the PBS was gently dispensed to push out debris, this process was repeated two more times. The proximal 1 cm of the duodenum was excised from the small intestine and was placed into a cryo tube and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, both lung and small intestine samples were stored at -80°C until homogenization.

2.2.3 RNA Extraction From Mouse Tissue

RNA extraction was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions for RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, ON, Canada) according to the protocol: *Purification of Total RNA from Animal Tissues*. All experiments were performed using RNAse free tips, RNAse free water and in the vicinity of an open flame to prevent any contamination, all buffers were supplied with RNeasy mini kit.

WT, VIPKO or VIPKOT tissue was removed from the -80°C freezer and placed in liquid nitrogen to keep frozen until ready for processing. A small portion of tissue weighing between 20 – 30 mg was immediately placed into 600 µl of RTL buffer (1 M Dithiothreitol was added to the RTL buffer in a 1:30 dilution). Tissue was homogenized
using rotor–stator homogenizer (PRO scientific Inc., model AHS 200, Oxford, CT, USA) on high for 30 seconds. Tissue lysate was then centrifuged for 3 minutes with 13,000 rpm at 4°C and the supernatant was carefully removed by pipetting as to not disturb the pellet. The supernatant was added to an equal volume of 70% ethanol and thoroughly mixed by repeated pipetting. 700 µl of the mixed sample was transferred to an RNeasy spin column placed inside a 2 ml collection tube and centrifuged for 15 seconds at 10,000 rpm. The flow through was discarded and 700 µl of RW1 buffer was added to the spin column and centrifuged for 15 seconds at 10,000 rpm and flow through discarded. 500 µl of RPE buffer was added to the spin column and centrifuged 15 seconds at 10,000 rpm and flow through discarded. An additional 500 µl of RPE buffer was added to the spin column and centrifuged for 2 minutes at 10,000 rpm to ensure ethanol was washed away and not carried over to RNA elution. The spin column was placed in a new 1.5 ml tube and 34 µl of RNase-free water was added to the spin column and spun for 1 minute at 10,000 rpm to recover the RNA. Recovered RNA concentration was determined using UV spectrometry (Unico, Dayton, NJ, USA) by measuring optical density (OD) at 260 nm and 280 nm, the ratio of 260/280 was required to be above 1.8 for RNA purity. RNA was then stored at -20°C until use.

### 2.2.4 Conversion of RNA to cDNA

To convert recovered RNA to cDNA the iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) was used and protocol was followed according to manufacturer directions, all buffers and reagents were supplied with the kit. A PCR reaction tube was prepared containing 4 µl of 5x iScript reaction mix, 1 µl of iScript
reverse transcriptase, 1 μg of RNA and addition of Nuclease-free water to bring the total volume of the mixture to 20 μl. The reaction tube was then place in a thermocycler (MyCycler™, Bio-Rad) and underwent 1 cycle of the following program: 5 minutes at 25°C, 30 minutes at 42°C and 5 minutes at 85°C. The reaction tube containing the newly synthesised RNA was removed from the thermocycler and stored at -20°C until use.

2.2.5 Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR)

Reactions were prepared in PCR tubes using the iTaq™ DNA Polymerase kit (Bio-Rad). On ice the following was added to a PCR tube: 5 μl of 10x iTaq buffer, 1.5 μl MgCl₂ (50 mM), 1 μl of forward primer (50 mM), 1 μl of reverse primer (50 mM), 1 μg cDNA template, 1 μl dNTP mix (10 mM), 0.25 μl iTaq DNA Polymerase and sterile ddH₂O to complete total reaction volume to 50 μl. Reaction tubes were briefly spun down with a micro centrifuge to ensure the total 50 μl volume was at base of the PCR tube. Reaction tubes were placed into a thermo cycler (MyCycler™, Bio-Rad) and underwent the following heat cycle program for DNA amplification: 95°C for 3 minutes once for polymerase activation, 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds to denature DNA, 55-60°C for 30 seconds to allow primer annealing and 72°C for 50 seconds to allow for product elongation. Following the completion of the 40 cycles an additional step of 72°C for 4 minutes was applied to allow elongation of any incomplete products before the temperature was decrease to 4°C indefinitely to stabilize DNA until it can be frozen and stored at -20°C.
2.2.6 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to image the products produced from RT-PCR experiments. 0.8% agarose gels were prepared using 0.24 g agarose and 30 ml of 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer placed in a 200 ml glass bottle. The mixture was microwaved on high for 1 minute with intermissions every 15 seconds for swirling. The agarose mixture was allowed to cool down to a luke warm temperature before the addition of 1.3 μl of Ethidum Bromide Solution (10 mg/ml) and thorough mixing. The agarose mixture was poured into a horizontal casting system followed by the insertion of a well comb and allowed to sit at room temperature for approximately 30 minutes to solidify. The PCR samples were prepared in separate tubes using 2μl of 6x loading dye and 10 μl of PCR product before receiving a brief vortex and micro centrifuge to collect the total volume at the bottom of tube. The Φx marker was prepared using 2 μl of stock Φx molecular weight marker, 2 μl of 6x loading dye and 3 μl ddH2O. Marker and samples were loaded into the lanes of the solidified agarose gel which was submerged in TBE buffer in an electrophoresis cell (Mini-Sub Cell GT Cell, Bio-Rad). The gel was run at 89 V for approximately 1.5 hours or until samples had migrated a sufficient distance to allow imaging. Gels were imaged using an ultraviolet imaging box and digital camera in combination with the AlphaDigiDoc® (Cell Biosciences, Toronto, ON, Canada) software-imaging program.
Table 2.1 – Forward and reverse primers designed for detection of VIP receptors by RT-PCR. PKC α was used as a positive control for the PCR reaction. The expected product size is shown in base pairs (bp) and annealing temperature (Tm) is indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIP Receptor</th>
<th>Primer Sequence (5’-&gt; 3’)</th>
<th>Product Size (bp)</th>
<th>Tm (°C)</th>
<th>Locus (NCBI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPAC₁</td>
<td>ATTTCGGGTGCTGGGACACCAT</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>NM_011702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTTGAGGGCAGGCGGTTTGCTT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPAC₂</td>
<td>ACCTTCTGATCGGATGGGGCAT</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>NM_009511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCCATAGGCATGCGTTGGGTGT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC₁</td>
<td>AGCATCTACTTCAGCTGCGTGC</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>NM_007407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AGTACAGCCACCACAAAGCCCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC Aplha (+ Control)</td>
<td>TGCCGCCAGTGGATGTAT</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>NM_011101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGCACATCCCCAAAGTCGGCG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.7 Mouse Tissue Homogenization

Tissue was removed from -80°C freezer and placed in liquid nitrogen to keep frozen and prevent protein degradation. The upper lobe of lung tissue and proximal 1 cm for duodenal tissue was immediately weighed and immersed in RIPA buffer, 100 μl for every 10 mg of tissue. The tissue was homogenized with rotor–stator homogenizer (PRO scientific Inc., model AHS 200, Oxford, CT, USA) for 45-60 seconds, followed by 15 minutes of gentle shaking, 30 seconds of vortexing and 15 additional minutes of gentle shaking all at 4°C. The tissue lysate was vortexed for 30 seconds and underwent sonication (Ultrasonic Homogenizer 4710 series, Model ASI probe, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co, Chicago, IL, USA) at 30% power output on ice for 3 cycles of 20 seconds. Tissue lysate was centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C to removed large debris, the supernatant was recovered with gentle pipetting without disturbing pellet. To improve membrane protein recovery the samples underwent gentle shaking for an additional 30 minutes at 4°C with vortexing at 15 minutes. Finally samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C to remove any remaining debris before supernatant was recovered and stored at -20°C.

2.2.8 Protein Assay

The protein concentration of the homogenized tissue lysate was determined using the Bradford protein assay technique. A standard curve was constructed using bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards with increasing protein concentrations of 0, 2, 5, 10, 15 μg. Standards were mixed in 1.5 ml eppendorph tubes containing 480 μl of ddH20, 10 μl
of RIPA (diluted to 1:4 in ddH2O), stock BSA (2 μg/μl) was diluted in ddH2O to make 10 μl aliquots for each protein standard concentration and added to the mixture. Finally 500 μl of Quick Start™ Bradford 1x dye reagent (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) was added to mixture to produce protein dependant colour change. Tissue samples were prepared with 490 μl ddH2O, 10 μl of tissue sample (diluted 1:4 in ddH2O) and 500 μl Bradford 1x dye. Standard and sample tubes were quickly vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes before the optical densities were measured. A spectrophotometer (2802 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer, Unico®) with wavelength set to 595 nm was used to determine the optical density of each standard and sample in duplicate. The optical densities for the standards of known concentration were entered into a software program (Protein & DNA Assays by Spectrophotometry Software, copyrights: Frederic & Valerie Chappe) using linear regression a standard curve was constructed. The results for the tissue lysate samples were plotted against the standard curve to give the total protein concentration of each tissue lysate sample.

2.2.9 Western Blotting

All polyacrylamide gels used for western blots contained a 5% stacking gel with 10 wells. The resolving gels used for detection of VIP receptors were made with 7.5% acrylamide and for CFTR detection, gradient gels consisting of 6%,12% and 14% acrylamide layers were used (see table 2.2 for gel composition). Tissue protein samples were prepared by adding 50 μg of lysate mixed with an equal volume of ddH2O and 5x sample buffer to reduce the proteins. Samples probed for VIP receptors underwent heating at 90°C for 10 minutes to further denature the proteins before loading into the
gel; samples probed for CFTR were not heated due to denaturation of the CFTR protein under high temperatures. Samples were loaded next to Benchmark™ Prestained Protein Standard (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON, Canada) and underwent sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The gels were exposed to 90 V submerged in 1x running buffer until samples had migrated into resolving gel, the voltage was increased to 120 V for the remaining part of migration. Proteins were transferred from the polyacrylamide gels onto nitrocellulose membranes using a blotting chamber (Thermo Scientific OWL, Rochester, NY, USA) at 45 V for 2 hours in 1x transfer buffer. Membranes were blocked by saturation with 5% milk in 1x TTBS with gentle shaking for 1 hour at room temperature. Membranes were then rinsed off with 1x TBS before addition of the primary antibody for respective protein of interest; VPAC₁ 1/200, VPAC₂ 1/200, PAC₁ 1/1000 or CFTR 1/1000. Membranes were incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C with gentle shaking. Upon removal of primary antibody membrane were washed 3 times with 1x TTBS for 15 minutes each 1 more wash with 1x TBS for 15 minutes, all at room temperature with moderate shaking. The secondary antibody used was peroxidase-conjugated, goat anti-mouse light chain specific IgG (1/5,000 in TBS, 0.5% milk) added to membranes for 2 hours with gentle shaking at room temperature. Secondary antibody was removed and membrane washed 3x with TTBS and once with TBS for 15 minutes each at room temperature and moderate shaking. Proteins were revealed using chemiluminescence, 1.5 ml Reagent A (ECL⁺ substrate) and 40 μl of Reagent B (Acridan in Dioxane and Ethanol) mixed in a light protected tube. The mixture was distributed evenly over the membrane for 2 minutes to allow enzyme activation before exposure using Kodak X-Ray films and development using X-Ray
processor. X-Ray films were scanned and protein band density was measured with ImageJ software program (National Institute of Health, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). After completion of lung tissue western blots the membrane was stripped of antibodies, using 10 ml of western blot stripping buffer under gentle shaking for 30 minutes at room temperature. Membranes were then washed three times with 1x TTBS for 15 minutes and moderate shaking. Membranes were then blocked with 5% milk in 1x TTBS for 1 hour with gentle shaking before a rapid wash with 1x TBS and application of 1/200 actin antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidise to probe for actin as an internal control of total protein loading. Membranes were then imaged and scanned as described above.

2.3 Statistics

The values reported are means ± SEM, n = number of independent experiments where the WT group had 8 mice tested and VIPKO and VIPKOT had 5 mice tested. For each mouse tissues extracted were tested a minimum of 3 times and values obtained were averaged for statistical analysis. Statistical differences between groups were assessed using 1 way ANOVA analysis and the post hoc Tukey multiple comparison tests with p < 0.05 considered significant(*).
Table 2.2 – Composition of acrylamide resolving gels used for western blotting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5% Gel (6 ml)</th>
<th>6% Gel (3.5 ml)</th>
<th>7.5% Gel (7.5 ml)</th>
<th>14% Gel (2ml)</th>
<th>12% Gel (2 ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDH20</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.842</td>
<td>3.575</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% Acrylamide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.875</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 M Tris</td>
<td>1.5 (0.5M Tris)</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% SDS</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% APS</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMED</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3: RESULTS

3.1 Detection of VIP receptor mRNA in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse lung

Previous work in human airway epithelial cell lines identified that the VPAC₁ was the receptor bound by VIP to activate CFTR and improve membrane stability, however in mouse lung tissue VIP receptor expression is unknown (Derand et al. 2004; Rafferty et al. 2009).

To identify which VIP receptors might be expressed in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse lung, mRNA was extracted from each tissue and converted to cDNA (see Materials and Methods). Specific primers designed to identify sequences of mouse VPAC₁, VPAC₂ and PAC₁ were used in RT-PCR (see Materials and Methods). Controls were performed to ensure that cDNA conversion for each group had worked and products were amplified in the reaction. The positive control used PKCα which is known to have mRNA expression in the lung and duodenum tissues. The negative controls had the primers omitted to eliminate the possibility of non-specific product amplification from the tissue mRNA (Fig. 3.1). Detection of VPAC₁ product at 804 bp was found in all 3 mouse groups (Fig. 3.2A), as was the 969 bp product of VPAC₂ (Fig. 3.2B) and the 245 bp product of PAC₁ (Fig. 3.2C). Therefore WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse lungs all express the mRNA for production of the 3 VIP receptors.
3.2 VPAC₁, VPAC₂ and PAC₁ protein expression in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse lung

3.2.1 VPAC₁

VPAC₁ receptor expression has been studied using western blotting in human epithelium, rat brain tissue and mice lungs, there is a range of reported sizes for the VPAC₁ protein ranging from 49-80 kDa (Shetzline et al. 2002; El Karim et al. 2006; Hilaire et al. 2010). The mRNA of the VPAC₁ receptor was detected in the lung of all mice groups (Fig. 3.2A-C) however the presence of a proteins mRNA does not strongly correlate with the level of production of the protein. To assess the level of expression in the lungs of WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice, immunoblotting was used (see Materials and Methods).

The protein concentration for homogenized lung lysate was determined and 50 µg of total protein were loaded into each lane of a polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel. VPAC₁ was revealed with probing of monoclonal VPAC₁ antibody (AS58). To validate that the band detected was specific and not the result from background binding of the secondary antibody, negative controls were performed by omitting the primary antibody (Fig. 3.3). No background signal from the secondary antibody was detected in lung or duodenum tissue lysates from WT (lane 1-2), VIPKO (lane 3-4) and VIPKOT (lane 5-6) mice (Fig. 3.3).

In WT lung tissue VPAC₁ expression was measured in 8 different WT mice, the VPAC₁ band was faintly detected at ~72 kDa (Fig. 3.4A). Actin was reprobed in each sample to be used as an internal control for the amount of protein loaded. The VPAC₁
bands were measured using densitometry and turned into a percent of the actin band. Values for VPAC\(_1\) as a percentage of actin ranged from 8.1% in WT mouse 1 to 36.8% in WT mouse 6 (Fig 3.4B).

Expression of VPAC\(_1\) was examined by western blotting in the lung of 5 VIPKO mice and revealed a prominent band at \(\sim 72\) kDa and a weaker band at \(\sim 47\) kDa (Fig. 3.5A). The presence of 2 bands with different sizes has been reported previously and is attributed to differences in glycosylation with the 72 kDa band being the mature receptor found at the membrane which binds VIP (Bajo et al. 2000; Barberi et al. 2007). The 72 kDa was measured with densitometry and represented as a percentage of the actin internal control (Fig. 3.5B). The variability of VPAC\(_1\) in VIPKO lung ranged from 25% in mouse 3 to 107.4% in mouse 2 demonstrating a wide range of expression of VPAC\(_1\) in the lungs of VIPKO mice.

VPAC\(_1\) receptor expression was also tested in VIPKOT mice which had received 500 mg/kg VIP every other day by intraperitoneal injections. Western blots showed similar bands for VPAC\(_1\) in VIPKOT lungs as was observed in the VIPKO lungs (Fig. 3.6A). Mouse 4 showed the lowest percent of VPAC\(_1\) to actin at 55.5% and the largest expression was found in mouse 1 at 112.5% again showing a wide range of VPAC\(_1\) expression in the VIPKO mouse lung.

The VPAC\(_1\) expression was averaged for each group and a total value was obtained from WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT lungs. The average WT VPAC\(_1\) expression in the lung was found to be 23.6 ± 3.6 %, in VIPKO average expression was 75.2 ± 16.5% and in VIPKOT 81.6 ± 9.7% (Fig 3.7). Using one way ANOVA, the Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed significant differences existed between WT vs. VIPKO groups.
and WT vs. VIPKOT groups. The level of significance for WT vs. VIPKO was $p < 0.01$ and for WT vs. VIPKOT was $p < 0.001$. The results demonstrate that VPAC$_1$ expression is increased in VIPKO mice and remains significantly higher than WT even after treatment with VIP for 3 weeks as seen in the VIPKOT samples.

### 3.2.2 VPAC$_2$

Previously, VPAC$_2$ has been studied in human and rodent lung with a reported molecular weight between 43 - 80 kDa (Busto et al. 1999; Hilaire et al. 2010). In the current study the VPAC$_2$ receptor expression was revealed with monoclonal VPAC$_2$ antibody (AS69) by western blotting.

The expression of VPAC$_2$ in WT lung tissue was found to be very weak (Fig. 3.8A). In 8 WT mice examined, the highest expression was found in mouse 1 to be 11.3% percent of the actin band and the lowest expression was found in mouse 8 to be 5.2%.

In VIPKO mouse lung VPAC$_2$ expression was found to be increased compared to WT VPAC$_2$ expression. A distinct band was detected at ~70 kDa and a less dense band at ~47 kDa (Fig. 3.9A). The larger 70 kDa band was measured as it represents to mature receptor present at the plasma membrane in the same manner as the WT band and represented as a percent of actin. The means ranged from 29.6% in mouse 3 to 115.1% in mouse 2 (Fig. 3.9B) again demonstrating the variability of receptor expression in tissues without VIP.

The VIPKOT lung also revealed the bands observed in the VIPKO at ~47 and ~70 kDa but also showed a third band located at ~83 kDa (Fig. 3.10A). The ~47 and ~70 kDa bands are the result of differences in glycosylation of the VPAC$_2$ protein, the heavier ~70
kDa band indicates more glycosylation which is found in proteins at the membrane (Bajo et al. 2000). The addition of the 83 kDa band may be due to phosphorylation or ubiquitination of the VPAC2 receptor at the membrane in preparation for degradation. The band located at ~70 kDa showed greatest density and was taken as the mature VPAC2 and measured using densitometry. The means for VPAC2 in the VIPKOT lung was at the lowest found in mouse 4 (71.2%) and the highest found in mouse 5 (115.7%) (Fig. 3.10B), showing a lower amount of variance than VPAC1 expression in VIPKOT lung.

Comparing the averages from WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT groups as described for VPAC1 it was determined that significant differences existed in VPAC2 receptor expression (Fig. 3.11). The WT lung VPAC2 expression average was 9.2 ± 1.7% and when compared to the average VIPKO lung expression 85.4 ± 15.1% a significance of p < 0.0001 was found. When the WT lung was compared to the average VPAC2 expression in VIPKOT lung (81.6 ± 9.7) the significance level was found to be p < 0.0001. The results for expression of VPAC2 in mouse lung indicates that under normal conditions VPAC2 expression is maintain low, as was seen with VPAC1. When the lung is challenged in an inflammatory state as seen in VIPKO lungs, the expression of VPAC2 is increased and after treatment with VIP the elevated levels of VPAC2 remain as demonstrated in the VIPKOT lung.

3.2.3 PAC1

The expression of a third receptor for VIP, the PAC1 receptor was also examined in the lung of WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice. Although more commonly associated
with its primary ligand PACAP, VIP binding can still signal through PAC₁ and therefore changes in expression may have effects on the physiological response by VIP. PAC₁ has been examined using western blotting before in rodents and was shown to produce bands between 55-75 kDa (Joo et al. 2004).

The expression of PAC₁ was found using the same immunoblotting technique as VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptors. PAC₁ was shown to produce a single robust band at ~70 kDa in all 8 WT mice samples examined (Fig 3.12A). Expression was again measured as a percent of the total actin band, Mouse 1 demonstrated the lowest expression (107.5%) and mouse 8 showed the largest expression (186.4%) (Fig. 3.12B). PAC₁ receptor expression in WT lung was easily detectable with western blotting unlike the VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptors.

Expression of PAC₁ was observed in VIPKO mouse lung to determine if the absence of VIP would influence PAC₁ receptor expression. In VIPKO one band was detected at ~70 kDa (Fig. 3.13A) similar to the results of PAC₁ in WT lung. Measurement of PAC₁ as a percent of actin gave a consistent expression of PAC₁ across all 5 mice examined (Fig. 3.13B). The range exhibited from the VIPKO group was 117.4% in mouse 3 to 146.1% in mouse 4.

Finally the PAC₁ expression was examined in the VIPKOT group to assess if any PAC₁ expression changes occurred with exogenous VIP stimulation. As seen in WT and VIPKO mice, a band was detected at ~70 kDa in the lung of VIPKOT mice with consistent expression among all 5 mice examined (Fig. 3.14A). Bands were once again measured with densitometry and expressed as a percent of actin. In VIPKOT lung the mouse 1 (135.7%) and mouse 2 (126.5%) showed slightly higher expression then mouse
3 (116%), mouse 4 (112%) and mouse 5 (113%). Overall the expression of the PAC₁ receptor was consistent throughout the entire group with little variability.

The average PAC₁ expression for WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT lung was determined and analyzed for significant differences. The value given by ANOVA analysis was p > 0.5 which indicated that no significant differences existed between any groups (Fig 3.15). The results of PAC₁ expression in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT lungs demonstrate that PAC₁ expression is constant even in the absence of VIP in VIPKO or when exogenous VIP is introduced to VIPKO mice.

3.3 CFTR expression in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse lung

Previous work has shown that VIP stimulation is important in vivo for stimulation of CFTR mediated chloride secretion (Ameen et al. 1999). VIP also influences the stability and lifetime of CFTR at the membrane, an effect that has been observed both in human epithelial cell lines and in vivo in rat duodenum epithelial cells (Ameen et al. 1999; Chappe et al. 2008; Rafferty et al. 2009). The molecular weight of CFTR in human epithelial cells is frequently reported at ~180 kDa for mature gylcosylated CFTR and ~150 for immature core glycosylated CFTR. In other species such as mouse the molecular weight of CFTR has been reported at a range of molecular weights between 130-180 kDa for mature CFTR (Kopito 1999; Hernandez-Gonzalez et al. 2007). The tissue lysate was prepared with the same method used for the VIP receptors analysis by western blots except that lysate boiling was omitted to prevent degradation of the CFTR protein. CFTR was examined in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT lung tissues to determine if the expression of total CFTR was altered between the groups and to examine if the
maturation of CFTR differed in absence of VIP or after exogenous VIP was injected to VIPKO mice.

The CFTR protein is very temperature sensitive; if the lysate is heated CFTR will be degraded or form aggregates that do not enter the gel when using SDS-PAGE, thus lysates probed for CFTR were not boiled.

Detection of CFTR in WT lung lysate showed strong bands at ~140 kDa and ~82 kDa in 8 WT mice (Fig. 3.16). The band located at 140 kDa was considered to be the mature mouse CFTR band and was measured by densitometry and represented as a percent of total actin in the sample. Mouse 2 averaged the lowest expression at 119.8%, while mouse 6 averaged 327% expression. We observed a large variability of CFTR expression in these WT mouse lung tissue lysates.

The expression of CFTR in VIPKO lung showed 2 bands, one at ~140 kDa and at ~82 kDa similar to the WT lung (Fig. 3.18A). Measurement of the mature band as a percent of actin showed CFTR expression to range from 176.3% in mouse 3 to 244.1% in mouse 4 (Fig. 3.18B).

The VIPKOT showed similar band expression of CFTR as compared to WT and VIPKO lung tissue (Fig. 3.19A). When measured with densitometry as a percent of actin, VIPKOT ranged from 159.3% in mouse 4 to 294% in mouse 3 (Fig. 3.19B).

There was a large variability of CFTR expression in the lungs for each group tested; the average expression of each group was calculated. The average CFTR expression for WT lung was 226.6%, 218.5% for VIPKO and 220.5% for VIPKOT. No significant differences were detected between any of the groups examined, indicating that CFTR expression does not change between groups.
3.4 Detection of VIP receptors mRNA in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse duodenum

The mRNA expression of the VIP receptors in mouse duodenum tissues was examined for WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice. Tissues underwent RT-PCR after RNA extraction and conversion to cDNA (see Materials and Methods). Specific primers used for identification of VIP receptor mRNA in the lung were also used for identification in the duodenum. Negative controls showed that non-specific products were not being amplified and positive controls (PKC α) demonstrated the integrity of the cDNA (Fig. 3.20). VPAC\(_1\) (804 bp), VPAC\(_2\) (969 bp) and PAC\(_1\) (245 bp) were detected in every group at their respective sizes (Fig. 3.21A-C). Duodenum tissue from WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice all express the mRNA for production of the VIP receptors.

3.5 VPAC\(_1\), VPAC\(_2\) and PAC\(_1\) receptor expression in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse duodenum

With every VIP receptor mRNA detected in the duodenum, the protein expression was to be determined. Previous work in the duodenum of VIPKO showed increased inflammation and reduced CFTR apical membrane localization (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University). After treatment for 3 weeks of VIPKO mice by intraperitoneal injection of VIP, inflammation observed in duodenum histology slides, was reduced and CFTR localization returned to the apical membrane. Western blotting was then used to detect which VIP receptors protein is present and may be involved in the observed effects. We tried to detect the actin content as before with the lung tissues, but
were unsuccessful. Therefore samples tested in the duodenum do not have densitometry measurements and statistical analysis as was performed for the lung. Also, WT mouse 1 duodenum lysate was omitted from VIP receptor probing in duodenum because lysate was compromised due to prolonged exposure to room temperature.

3.5.1 VPAC₁

The study of VPAC₁ expression in duodenum lysates showed that WT mice expression was too low to be detected by western blotting (Fig. 3.22A). In VIPKO mice VPAC₁ expression was detected showing bands at ~72 and ~47 kDa (Fig. 3.22B) similar to VPAC₁ in the VIPKO lung. After VIP treatment, VPAC₁ remained detectable in VIPKOT in all 5 mince examined (Fig. 3.22C). The expression of VPAC₁ is increased in VIPKO compared to WT mice in the duodenum. VIPKO and VIPKOT mice express VPAC₁ bands at ~72 and ~47 kDa, the expression appears to be higher in the VIPKO samples compared to the VIPKOT samples. The loss of VPAC₁ expression in the VIPKOT may be the result of internalization and degradation of the receptor as a result of prolonged VIP treatment.

3.5.2 VPAC₂

Duodenum VPAC₂ was also examined by western blotting in all mice groups. Similar to the results from VPAC₁, the VPAC₂ receptor was not detectable in WT duodenum (Fig. 3.23A). In VIPKO and VIPKOT duodenum samples VPAC₂ expression appeared increased when compared to WT duodenum (Fig. 3.23B-C). In VIPKO mouse 2 a dense VPAC₂ band was detected compared to all other VIPKO samples tested. The
expression of VPAC₂ in VIPKO samples excluding mouse 2 and the expression of VPAC₂ in VIPKOT samples have similar band intensities at both the 70 and 47 kDa bands. Thus VPAC₂ protein expression is increased in VIPKO duodenum and remains at a comparable level even after 3 weeks of VIP treatment.

3.5.3 PAC₁

The PAC₁ receptor was detected in duodenum of WT mouse 4,5,6 and 8 but not detected in WT mouse 2,3 and 7 (Fig. 3.24A). PAC₁ was not detected in VIPKO duodenum and only mouse 1 of the VIPKOT group showed PAC₁ expression (Fig. 3.24B-C). The PAC₁ receptor expression level was variable in the WT group but detected in more than half of the samples tested. In the VIPKO and VIPKOT groups PAC₁ expression was lost possibly indicating a role for VIP or inflammation in regulation of PAC₁ in the duodenum.

3.6 CFTR expression in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mouse duodenum

CFTR expression in the duodenum was examined by western blotting as before; the lysates could not undergo boiling to denature samples because the CFTR signal would be lost.

In WT duodenum a band was detected at ~140 kDa in all 7 WT mice tested (Fig. 3.25). In the VIPKO and VIPKOT a band was also detected at ~140 kDa. In the VIPKO group mouse 1 and mouse 3 showed weaker expression and mouse 4 had lower expression in the VIPKOT samples. The expression does not appear to change between groups with CFTR expression present in each group for a qualitative perspective,
however the failure to detect actin in the intestinal samples make it impossible to make any quantitative observations.
CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

Previously the lung and duodenum tissues used in the current study underwent a pathological assessment to determine inflammatory cell infiltration and tissue integrity (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University). The CFTR localization in the epithelium was also examined with immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. Results from the Alcolado study demonstrated increased inflammation and reduced CFTR membrane localization in the VIPKO mice (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University). When the VIPKO mice received intraperitoneal injections of VIP, inflammation was reduced and CFTR apical membrane localization was restored, resembling the condition of WT tissues. In CF patients with the ΔF508 mutation also experience loss of CFTR at the apical membrane and experience inflammation in the lung and intestine. Taken together the VIPKO mouse model demonstrates VIPs physiological role in CFTR membrane localization and control of inflammation in the lung and duodenum tissues modeling the phenotype seen in CF. In the previous study it was unknown which VIP receptors were expressed in each tissue and if the changes in CFTR localization after VIP injections were from increased expression or redistribution of existing CFTR.

The current study first identified the expression of the 3 VIP receptors (VPAC₁, VPAC₂ and PAC₁) in these tissues and compared the changes in VIP receptor expression between each group. Additionally the current study also examined CFTR protein expression in the tissues to understand if VIP stimulation or lack thereof altered CFTR tissue expression.
Western blotting showed in the lung and duodenum tissues that VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptors have low expression in WT mice and increased expression in VIPKO and VIPKOT tissues. In the lung PAC₁ receptor expression did not differ between the WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice, however in the duodenum PAC₁ expression was detected in WT mice but not in VIPKO or VIPKOT mice. The expression of CFTR did not change in the lung or duodenum of WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice.

4.1 VIP influences CFTR membrane insertion

The role of VIP stimulation has been previously studied for CFTR mediated mucus secretions and CFTR membrane stability in both cells lines and animal tissues. In the human epithelial cell lines Calu-3 and JME/CF15 expressing WT-CFTR and ΔF508-CFTR respectively, VIP was shown to improve CFTR membrane insertion and function through PKA and PKC dependant mechanisms (Chappe et al. 2008; Rafferty et al. 2009; Alcolado et al. 2011). In the JME/CF15 cells, VIP stimulation was also observed to promote trafficking of ΔF508-CFTR to the plasma membrane, a process that was found to be dependent on PKA stimulation alone (Rafferty et al. 2009). Previous work has shown that VIP stimulation causes increased apical membrane insertion of mature WT-CFTR from the sub membrane recycling endosomes. This effect was observed in epithelium from rat duodenum and jejunum and also in shark rectal glands (Ameen et al. 1999; Ameen et al. 2004; Lehrich et al. 1998). Previous work by the Chappe laboratory has also demonstrated in VIPKO C57Bl/6 mice that VIP is required to maintain CFTR apical membrane localization in the lung and duodenum (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University). In VIPKO mice lung and duodenum CFTR apical
membrane localization is compromised with CFTR distributed throughout the epithelial cells, however when VIPKO mice received intraperitoneal injections of 500 mg/kg of exogenous VIP every other day for 3 weeks, CFTR localization was restored to favour the apical membrane.

In the human Calu-3 and JME/CF15 cell lines the VIP receptor VPAC₁ was identified as the only receptor expressed and thus VIP signalling was credited to be through this receptor (Derand et al. 2004; Rafferty et al. 2009; Alcolado et al. 2011). In the C57Bl/6 VIPKO mice it was unknown which VIP receptors were expressed in the lung and duodenum tissues responding to VIP treatment. Additionally with increased CFTR apical membrane localization it was unknown if existing mature CFTR was redistributed to the apical membrane or if maturation of immature CFTR was influenced by VIP stimulation.

4.2 VIP receptors in the lung of C57Bl/6 mice

Previous work has identified VPAC₁ receptor expression in both human and rodent lung. In human lung VPAC₁ receptor expression was monitored by immunostaining and western blotting in both normal healthy individuals and patients with primary pulmonary hypertension (PPH). Compared to healthy individuals, the PPH group had inflammation and showed increased amounts of VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptor expression (Petkov et al. 2003). Previously in the lung of WT mice VPAC₁ mRNA expression was quantified using real time RT-PCR and was found to have a low level of expression compared to other organs such as the brain and intestine (Karacay et al. 2001). These results are consistent with what we have found for VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ expression.
in the lungs of WT and VIPKO mice. In the present study low levels of VPAC\textsubscript{1} expression were detected in the WT mouse lung compared to the VIPKO lung.

In VIPKOT mice lung we found VPAC\textsubscript{1} expression to be approximately 3 times greater compared to WT mice. In studies using cell lines it was determined that the VIP receptors are internalized after binding with VIP, but were recycled back into the membrane shortly after VIP was cleared from the media (Boissard et al. 1986). In vivo VIP is reported to have a short half-life due to enzyme degradation (Domschke et al. 1978; Hassan et al. 1994). The increased level of VPAC\textsubscript{1} found in the lung of VIPKOT mice may be due to VIPs short half-life in circulation of approximately 2 minutes in vivo. If VIP is eliminated from circulation shortly after injection, then the tissue may favour recycling of the receptors rather than degradation, which could explain our results of maintained receptor expression post VIP treatment. However the half-life of VIP or related peptides in the intraperitoneal cavity has not been examined and may have effects on the efficacy of VIP compared to VIP in the bloodstream. If VIP were administered on a continuous basis to VIPKO mice, a reduction of the VPAC\textsubscript{1} receptor may yield an expression level closer to the findings in WT mice. It should also be noted that while tissue inflammation was reduced in VIPKOT mice compared to untreated VIPKO mice, there was still evidence of inflammation which may be sufficient to maintain increased VPAC\textsubscript{1} receptor expression.

The expression of VPAC\textsubscript{2} mimicked that of VPAC\textsubscript{1} in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice groups examined. Previous studies have detected VAPC\textsubscript{2} in the murine lung using the radioligand technique, where a specifically designed agonist for only the VPAC\textsubscript{2} receptor is applied to mouse lung tissue slices (Harmer et al. 2004). Through this method
it is known that VAPC₂ is expressed in the murine lung however the level of protein
eexpression of the VPAC₂ receptor was unknown. Conversely in human airways VPAC₂
receptor expression has been observed to be low when examined with western blotting
and northern blotting techniques (Busto et al. 1999; Groneberg et al. 2001). In our study
VPAC₂ had a low level of expression in lung of WT mice; this result is consistent with
the level of protein expression found in human lung and is the first analysis of VPAC₂
protein expression in the murine lung.

The expression of the PAC₁ receptor in the lung did not change between WT,
VIPKO and VIPKOT mice in the current study. In VIPKO mice VIP is absent but
PACAP the primary agonist for PAC₁ is still produced. The effects of signalling through
PAC₁ have been studied in PAC₁ knockout mice and showed inflammation and increased
amount of the pro-inflammatory cytokines (Martinez et al. 2002). In the present study
PAC₁ was the most abundant receptor in WT mouse lung and expression levels did not
change in the lung of VIPKO or VIPKOT mice. The results indicate that in the absence of
VIP, PACAP which can bind to the VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptors although at a much
lower affinity than VIP is not able to compensate for the loss of VIP. Furthermore when
VIP is absent the PAC₁ receptor does not change its expression in the murine lung. This
finding is supported by a study by Jiang et al. which identified the VPAC₁ and VPAC₂
receptors mediate the immune response in mouse more than the PAC₁ receptor (Jiang et
al. 1998). Although in another study the mRNA level of PAC₁ was observed to increase
in mouse lung with ovalbumine induced inflammation, however protein expression was
not analysed in this study (Lauenstein et al. 2011).
The VIPKOT mice tissues used in the current study were previously studied to assess the role of VIPs effect on tissue inflammation and were assessed by pathologist Dr. Zhaolin Xu (Department of Pathology, QEII Health-Sciences Centre) where it was determined that 4 out of 5 VIPKOT mice used in the current study showed reversal of inflammation after VIP treatment. The one mouse, which did not respond to VIP treatment and showed no reversal of inflammation was VIPKOT mouse 4. Interestingly, VIP receptor expression analysis showed that VIPKOT mouse 4 had the lowest expression levels in the lung of all 3 VIP receptors. This may provide the first insight into the importance of increased VPAC\textsubscript{1} and VPAC\textsubscript{2} receptor expression in compromised tissue for VIP treatment to be effective. Our results are consistent to studies performed in mice lacking the VPAC\textsubscript{2} receptor.

### 4.3 VIP Receptors in the duodenum of C57Bl/6 mice

In the duodenum of WT mice VPAC\textsubscript{1} and VPAC\textsubscript{2} receptors were not detected using western blotting. However in the VIPKO and VIPKOT groups both receptors were detected at the expected sizes. The regulation is similar to what was found in the lung, where when VIP is absent there is an increase in both VPAC\textsubscript{1} and VPAC\textsubscript{2} receptors. In another study similar to our findings, in WT rat duodenum the expression of VAPC\textsubscript{1} was also not detected using \textit{in situ} hybridization; however different from our results VPAC\textsubscript{2} was detected in the muscular layers and in the epithelium (Usdin et al. 1994). The difference from our results could be explained from using different techniques where the threshold of detection is different or from the use of different species of rodents.
The expression of PAC\textsubscript{1} in the intestine has been difficult to ascertain from previous publications. Studies using radioligand binding and mRNA detection have produced mixed results in rodents, a potential reason for these finding may be due to the identification of different splice variants of the PAC\textsubscript{1} receptor (Ekblad et al. 2000). The results of the current study were also diverse, in WT mice the PAC\textsubscript{1} receptor was only detected in mice 4,5,6 and 8, while no PAC\textsubscript{1} receptor was detected in the VIPKO group and in the VIPKOT group only mouse 1 showed expression. Given the results PAC\textsubscript{1} receptor regulation may be diverse in the presence or absence of VIP signalling. There were also differences in the tissue integrity between the groups examined, the regulation of splice variants of PAC\textsubscript{1} are unknown and may dependant on gene expression influenced by factors released during an immune response. The anti-PAC\textsubscript{1} antibody (1B5) used in this study may only be able to detect select splice variants of the PAC\textsubscript{1} receptor and thus other variants would not be detected.

The detection of the VIP receptors in this study is a first step to identify expression in the lung and duodenum. The tissue preparations used were whole tissue lysates meaning all tissue layers were included in the samples. Thus the results demonstrate the dynamic changes in receptor presence, however cannot determine if the expression changes are occurring at the epithelial, sub mucosal, muscle or endothelial levels. Other techniques such as immunohistochemistry or radioligand binding are required to determine the exact location where the receptors are located.

In this study, for lung tissue actin was probed to serve as an internal control for protein loading. However, in the duodenum samples actin could not be detected in any of the groups examined suggesting a tissue specific complication. Similar to PAC\textsubscript{1} having
spice variants, actin has different isoforms that are expressed in tissue. The antibody used in this study was unable to detect actin in the intestine possibly because a different isoform expressed in the duodenum of C57Bl/6 mice. The lysate preparation of the duodenum tissue was different from the lung as duodenum samples had to undergo additional sonication immediately before gel loading for protein to enter the gel. The actin protein may have also been susceptible to aggregations in this tissue that would result in failure to enter the gel.

### 4.4 Inflammation can increase VIP receptor expression

The expression of the VIP receptors in tissue is not limited a specific cell type. VIP receptors have previous reported expression in numerous cell types (Delgado et al. 2004). In the immune system it is established to have VIP receptor expression in T-cells, macrophages and mast cells (Delgado et al. 2004). The VIP receptors when stimulated can influence the immune response to favour release of anti-inflammatory molecules (Delgado et al. 1999). However during inflammation cytokines are released which can influence VIP receptor expression in surrounding tissues through activation of nuclear transcription factors. An example is Nuclear Factor kappa-B (NFκB) which is activated during inflammation in response to signals from reactive oxygen species, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) and interleukin 1-beta (IL1β) (Chandel et al. 2000). NFκB is known bind to the promoter of the VPAC₁ gene and increases cellular expression of the VPAC₁ receptor (Karacay et al. 2000).

The results of the current study support this finding as both VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptor expression increased in VIPKO mice that had increased inflammation. The
increased receptor expression was initially thought to be due in part to increased immune cell presence in conjunction with increased expression in the tissues themselves. In the VIPKOT mice tissues $\text{VPAC}_1$ and $\text{VPAC}_2$ have greater expression than WT tissues and similar expression to VIPKO tissues, although pathological assessments showed in WT and VIPKOT tissues show very little or no immune cell infiltration. The increased receptor expression in the VIPKOT tissues show reduced inflammation and support the hypothesis that increased receptor expression is occurring within the tissues and not from immune cell infiltration.

The role of the $\text{VPAC}_1$ and $\text{VPAC}_2$ receptors has been previously examined using knockout mice for each receptor. Interestingly, it was found that the receptors had opposing effects on inflammation in the intestine. The $\text{VPAC}_2$ receptor was important for anti-inflammation while $\text{VAPC}_1$ was found to induce inflammation (Yadav et al 2011). In relation to our study to determine the receptor responsible for the anti-inflammation and CFTR membrane localization, pharmacological agonist specific for either $\text{VPAC}_1$ or $\text{VPAC}_2$ could be used.

4.5 Mature CFTR expression is constant in WT, VIPKO and VIPKOT mice

The connection between deficient VIP nerve innervations and CF was first reported in human sweat glands of CF patients (Heinz-Erain et al. 1985). The reduced presence of nerves containing VIP was further reported in nasal and intestinal mucosa of CF patients (Wattchow et al. 1988). VIPKO mice were first used to study the effect of VIP regulation of circadian rhythms (Colwell et al. 2003) but have also been used in the
study of diseases such as asthma and pulmonary hypertension (Szema et al. 2006; Hamidi et al. 2006).

Recently VIPKO mice have been used to assess the role of VIP in vivo on CFTR membrane localization where it was found that VIP is required for CFTR apical membrane localization (Nicole Alcolado, Masters Thesis, Dalhousie University). It was unknown if the increased CFTR membrane localization was due to insertion of existing mature CFTR from sub membrane vesicles as was previously seen in rat duodenum and jejunum (Ameen et al. 1999; Ameen et al. 2000) or the result of increased trafficking of immature CFTR from the endoplasmic reticulum which has been observed in the human nasal JME/CF15 cell line for ΔF508-CFTR (Rafferty et al. 2009). Using western blotting our results showed that in lysates from all tissues in the 3 groups of mice examined, no significant differences in total CFTR (mature and immature forms) level was observed. We concluded that in tissue from VIPKO mice, which received VIP treatment for 3 weeks, the restoration of CFTR localization to the apical membrane was due to the increased insertion of existing mature CFTR rather than an increase in trafficking of immature CFTR. This conclusion is based on consistent levels of mature CFTR found across all mice groups in this study.

4.6 Conclusions

This study has reported that in lung and duodenum of VIPKO mice, increased expression of the VPAC₁ and VPAC₂ receptors is found however no changes were observed for PAC₁ receptor expression. When the VIPKO mice receive VIP treatment, it effectively reversed the inflammation in the lung and duodenum. This is the first time that
VIP receptor expression has been studied in whole tissues of the VIPKO and VIPKOT mice and identified the important changes of their expression in parallel to VIP mediated effects on tissue integrity. Interestingly the regulation of the VIP receptors is maintained at elevated levels even after treatment with VIP for 3 weeks, suggesting that VIP can be used chronically and still have receptors present to mediate a response.

The importance of VIP stimulation on CFTR membrane localization is also a critical process to maintain CFTR at the apical membrane where it can function to regulate the ion composition of mucus layer. Previously in mice the mechanism of VIP action on CFTR membrane localization was not clear in vivo. We have shown that this mechanism is most likely due to the retention of already mature CFTR at the cell membrane rather than an increase in immature CFTR trafficking or increased CFTR expression. These finding provide the first analysis of VIP receptor expression in a VIPKO mouse model. The VIPKO mouse demonstrates lung inflammation similar to the pathology of CF airways. In CF patients VIP nerve innervations have been shown to be reduced compared to healthy individuals. This study found in VIPKO mice that the receptors for VIP showed increased expression in tissues that were inflamed and lacking VIP. If CF patients experience a similar increase in VIP receptor expression then treatment with exogenous VIP may be beneficial not only to control inflammation but also to maintain CFTR at the apical membrane.

4.7 Future Studies

The localization of VIP receptor expression in lung and duodenum tissues needs to be further investigated to ascertain the precise regions in the tissue where increased
receptor expression occurs and especially to determine if it is in CFTR expressing cells. There are currently multiple CF mouse models, one model is a CFTR knockout and others are homozygotes for the ΔF508 and G551D mutations (Zeith et al. 1995; Delany et al. 1996). The CF mice do not exhibit the same lung pathology as human CF lungs because mice have other ion channels that can compensate for the loss of CFTR (Ianowski et al. 2007). The efforts to develop an animal model of CF have been directed towards a porcine model because of increased similarities to human CF pathology. The VIPKO mice have been shown to have similar pathologies in the lung, intestine and pancreas that are observed in human CF tissues, demonstrating the importance of VIP not only in CFTR membrane localization but also overall tissue health. It is currently not known about VIP receptor expression in either CF mice or human CF patients, to determine if VIP may be a suitable molecule for treatment the level of receptor expression in CF tissues should be studied. In this study VIPKO mice were treated and examined after 3 weeks of 500 mg/kg VIP injections every other day, other treatment lengths and alternate VIP doses should be examined for effects on VIP receptor expression and CFTR membrane localization.
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APPENDIX A: Figures
Figure 3.1 Positive and negative controls in wild type (WT), VIP knockout (VIPKO) and VIP knockout treated (VIPKOT) C57BL/6 mouse lung using RT-PCR after RNA was extracted and converted to cDNA. Positive control primer was designed using the GenBank sequence specific to *Mus musculus* for PKC α and negative controls had no primer added to the reaction. All products were run using 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis and using the φx molecular marker. Positive controls for PKC α are shown on left panels and negative controls on right panels. A) WT lung controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the right. B) VIPKO lung controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the right. C) VIPKOT lung controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the right. The expected size in base pair (bp) is displayed above each lane.
Figure 3.2 Detection of VIP receptor cDNA in Positive and negative controls in wild type (WT), VIP knockout (VIPKO) and VIP knockout treated (VIPKOT) C57BL/6 mouse lung using RT-PCR after RNA extraction and conversion to cDNA. All primers were designed using GenBank sequences specific to *Mus musculus* for each VIP receptor and PKC α. All products were run using 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis and using the φX molecular marker. A) VPAC₁ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse lung. B) VPAC₂ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse lung. C) PAC₁ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse lung. The expected size in base pair (bp) is displayed above each lane.
Figure 3.3 Western blot negative controls, membranes were probed with secondary antibody only. A) Samples were boiled at 90°C for 10 minutes to denature proteins. WT lung (lane 1), WT duodenum (lane 2), VIPKO lung (lane 3), VIPKO duodenum (lane 4), VIPKO treated lung (lane 5) and VIPKO treated duodenum (lane 6).
Figure 3.4 VPAC₁ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from wild type mice. A) Representative western blot of 8 wild type mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC₁ (AS58) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC₁ band.
Figure 3.5 VPAC$_1$ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout mice (VIPKO). A) Representative western blot of 5 VIPKO mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC$_1$ (AS58) antibody. Each lane contains 50 $\mu$g of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC$_1$ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 4-5 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC$_1$ band.
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Figure 3.6 VPAC₁ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout treated mice (VIPKOT) that received 500 mg/kg VIP every other day for 3 weeks. A) Representative western blot of 5 VIPKOT mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC₁ (AS58) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3-5 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC₁ band.
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Figure 3.7 Average VPAC₁ lung expression for all combined samples tested in WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated groups by western blotting. VPAC₁ band was normalized against actin comparing the percent of the VPAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM. n= 8 for WT group, n=5 for VIPKO and VIPKOT groups. Statistical analysis for WT vs VIPKO or VIPKOT ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.0001
Figure 3.8 VPAC₂ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from wild type mice. A) Representative western blot of 8 wild type mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC₂ (AS69) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC₂ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC₂ band.
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Figure 3.9 VPAC$_2$ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout mice (VIPKO). A) Representative western blot of 5 VIPKO mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC$_2$ (AS69) antibody. Each lane contains 50 $\mu$g of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC$_2$ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3-5 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC$_2$ band.
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**Figure 3.10** VPAC$_2$ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout treated mice (VIPKOT) that received 500 mg/kg VIP every other day for 3 weeks.  

**A)** Representative western blot of 5 VIPKOT mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal VPAC$_2$ (AS69) antibody. Each lane contains 50 $\mu$g of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel).

**B)** Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the VPAC$_2$ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3-5 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC$_2$ band.
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Figure 3.11 Average VPAC$_2$ lung expression for all combined samples tested in WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated groups by western blotting. VPAC$_2$ band was normalized against actin comparing the percent of the VPAC$_2$ band to actin band ± SEM. n= 8 for WT group, n=5 for VIPKO and VIPKOT groups. Statistical analysis for WT vs VIPKO or VIPKOT *** P < 0.0001
Figure 3.12 PAC₁ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from wild type mice. A) Representative western blot of 8 wild type mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonial PAC₁ (1B5) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the PAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 5 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of PAC₁ band.
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Figure 3.13 PAC₁ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout mice (VIPKO). A) Representative western blot of 5 VIPKO mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal PAC₁ (1B5) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the PAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of PAC₁ band.
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**Figure 3.14** PAC$_1$ receptor expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout treated mice (VIPKOT) that received 500 mg/kg VIP every other day for 3 weeks.  

**A)** Representative western blot of 5 VIPKOT mouse lung samples revealed with the monoclonal PAC$_1$ (1B5) antibody. Each lane contains 50 μg of total protein. Membrane was then stripped and probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel).  

**B)** Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of the PAC$_1$ band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of PAC$_1$ band.
Figure 3.15 Average PAC₁ lung expression for all combined samples tested in WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated groups by western blotting. PAC₁ band was normalized against actin comparing the percent of the PAC₁ band to actin band ± SEM. n= 8 for WT group, n=5 for VIPKO and VIPKOT groups.
**Figure 3.16** CFTR protein expression in whole lung tissue lysate from wild type (WT) mice. **A)** Representative western blot of 8 wild type mice lung samples, each lane contained 50 μg of protein and was revealed with monoclonal CFTR (MM13-4) antibody. Membrane was then stripped and probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel).  

**B)** Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of CFTR protein band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3 for each mouse. Arrow indicates expected CFTR band size.
Figure 3.17 CFTR protein expression in whole lung tissue lysate from VIP knockout (VIPKO) mice. A) Representative western blot of 5 VIPKO mice lung samples, each lane contained 50 μg of protein and was revealed with monoclonal CFTR (MM13-4) antibody. Membrane was then stripped and re-probed for actin as an internal control (lower panel). B) Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of CFTR protein band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3-5 for each mouse. Arrow indicates expected CFTR band size.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>Percent of CFTR / Total Actin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mouse 1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse 2</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse 3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse 4</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse 5</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 3.18** CFTR protein expression in whole tissue lung lysate from VIP Knockout treated (VIPKOT) mice. **A)** Representative western blot of 5 VIPKOT mice lung samples, each lane contained 50 μg of protein that was revealed with monoclonal CFTR (MM13-4) antibody. Membrane was then stripped and probe for actin as an internal control (lower panel). **B)** Densitometry values from western blots comparing the percent of CFTR protein band to actin band ± SEM of n= 3-4 for each mouse. Arrow indicates expected CFTR band size.
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Figure 3.19 Average CFTR lung expression for all combined samples tested in WT, VIPKO and VIPKO treated groups with western blotting. CFTR band was normalized against actin comparing the percent of CFTR band to actin band as a percentage ± SEM. n= 8 for WT group, n=5 for VIPKO and VIPKOT groups
Figure 3.20 Positive and negative controls in wild type (WT), VIP knockout (VIPKO) and VIP knockout treated (VIPKOT) C57BL/6 mouse duodenum using RT-PCR after RNA was extracted and converted to cDNA. Positive control primer was designed using the GenBank sequence specific to *Mus musculus* for PKC α and negative controls had no primer added to the reaction. All products were run using 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis and using the φx molecular marker. **A)** WT duodenum controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the left. **B)** VIPKO duodenum controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the left. **C)** VIPKOT duodenum controls, positive control PKC α on the left and negative control on the left. The expected size in base pair (bp) is displayed above each lane.
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Figure 3.21 Detection of VIP receptor cDNA in wild type (WT), VIP knockout (VIPKO) and VIP knockout treated (VIPKOT) C57BL/6 mouse duodenum using RT-PCR after RNA extraction and conversion to cDNA. All primers were designed using GenBank sequences specific to *Mus musculus* for each VIP receptor and PKC α. All products were run using 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis and using the φX molecular marker. A) VPAC₁ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse duodenum. B) VPAC₂ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse duodenum. C) PAC₁ receptor cDNA detection in WT (left), VIPKO (center) and VIPKOT (right) mouse duodenum. The expected size in base pair (bp) is displayed above each lane.
Figure 3.22 VPAC$_1$ receptor expression in whole tissue duodenum lysate from A) WT, B) VIPKO and C) VIPKOT mice. Each lane contains 50 $\mu$g of protein and was revealed with monoclonal VPAC$_1$ (AS58) antibody. n = 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC$_1$ band.
Figure 3.23 VPAC$_2$ receptor expression in whole tissue duodenum lysate from A) WT, B) VIPKO and C) VIPKOT mice. Each lane contains 50 $\mu$g of protein and was revealed with monoclonal VPAC$_2$ (AS69) antibody. n = 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of VPAC$_2$ band.
Figure 3.24 PAC₁ receptor expression in whole tissue duodenum lysate from A) WT, B) VIPKO and C) VIPKOT mice. Each lane contains 50 µg of protein and was revealed with monoclonal PAC₁ (1B5) antibody. n = 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of PAC₁ band.
Figure 3.25 CFTR protein expression in whole tissue duodenum lysate from A) WT, B) VIPKO and C) VIPKOT mice. Each lane contains 50 μg of protein and was revealed with monoclonal CFTR (MM13-4) antibody. n = 3 independent experiments on each mouse lung sample. Arrow indicates expected size of CFTR band.